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Editorial 

Many BSNL Pensioners’ Associations 

have been busy during the past month, 

reporting purported file movement from 

one or other section in DoT, on the DoT’s 

modified pension revision proposals and 

are claiming settlement, each specifying 

different timelines. Some have started 

counting the chickens even before eggs 

are laid. A few believe that someone 

calling shots from above will safely 

secure pension revision without pay 

revision.  They forget that no one is 

above law and finally will have to abide 

by the rules. Ministers of communication 

and their deputies have been time and 

again stating in the Parliament that 

“since pension revision is linked with pay 

revision of serving employees, this has to 

wait implementation of 3rd PRC in 

BSNL”.   They cannot act contrary to what 

they have stated in the floors of the 

Parliament. 

Pension revision, first recommended by 

the Fifth Pay commission which was 

retrospectively and notionally extended 

to those who retired prior to 1986 too, is 

a concept introduced to remove the 

disparity in pension between the past 

and future pensioners and to ensure that 

a person retiring prior to the date of 

implementation of pay revision does not 

get lower pension than another person of 

the same grade and pay retiring after 

fitment in revised pay scale.  Pension 

revision allows the same fitment 

weightage as is allowed to the serving 

employee.  Any attempt to allow pension 

revision without pay revision will lead to 

another discrepancy wherein the person 

retiring earlier to date of pay revision will 

draw more pension than the person 

retiring later without availing the benefit 

of pay revision.  So far, no one has been 

able to suggest any foolproof method to 

delink pension revision from pay 

revision, without giving room for one or 

other anomaly/discrepancy.  

DoT’s proposal submitted to DoP&PW in 

August 2022, was said to be an attempt 

to allow pension revision without pay 

revision, but it only ended up to linking 

the pension revision to pay revision as 

per 3rd PRC.  According to it, "the benefits 

of 3rd PRC may be extended to the pre-

2017 absorbed pensioners by merging 

the basic and IDA/DR as on 01.01.2017 

with NIL fitment factor, and placement in 

the revised pay scales of the 3rd PRC."  It 

further proposed that “"For removing 

anomalies vis-a-vis post-01.01.2017 

pensioners, the pension of post 2016 

pensioner shall be revised on the 

notional pay derived after merging the 

basic with IDA as on 01.01.2017.  
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Subsequent pay updations by way of 

promotion, annual increments etc will be 

calculated on notional basis till his 

retirement for post-2017 retirees.  In this 

case, PPO shall be prepared not on the 

basis of last pay drawn but on the basis 

of notional pay so derived.  Hence the 

anomaly regarding the past pensioners 

would be getting more pension than the 

freshly retired pensioners would be 

addressed.  However, this will require 

amendment of rule 44 of CCS (Pension) 

Rules, 2021."   This is only another way of 

saying “Pay of employees in service on 

01.01.2017 will be revised as per 3rd PRC 

scales, but they will not get actual benefit 

of revision.  Once the employee retires, 

he will get the benefit of pension revision 

on the basis of notionally arrived at last 

pay drawn.” VRS retirees will be part of 

this category.   DoT did not mind that it 

created another anomalous situation 

wherein another employee in same 

grade/pay who retired before 01.01.2017 

will be availing the benefit of revised pay 

on actual basis (as revised pension) 

during the same period.  Thus it may be 

seen that DoT had proposed only pay 

revision of serving employees without 

actual benefit and LINKED pension 

revision with it. All those who have been 

claiming all along that ‘Pension revision 

has been DELINKED from pay revision’ 

are either themselves in dark about this 

fact or are trying to keep their members 

in dark. 

Immediately after accessing a copy of the 

DoT proposals, AIBSNLREA had to 

immediately write to the Minister of 

Communications that NIL fitment factor 

is nowhere there in DPE’s orders on 3rd 

pay revision and requested to take 

corrective measures.  Other pensioners’ 

associations too rejected 0% fitment.  

Now, it is being said that, DoT has 

completed the exercise of working out 

the financial implications in respect of 

5%, 10% and 15% fitment separately and 

the MoC will take a call on the fitment 

percentage to be finalised.  Apart from 

the ‘all important information’ about file 

movement being provided by different 

Pensioners’ Associations every other 

day, no one has any knowledge about 

what exactly is there in DoT’s modified 

proposals intending to improve upon its 

earlier proposals. 

We believe that DoT will have realised 

the flaw in its earlier proposal in respect 

of post-2017 retirees, which does not 

meet the condition laid by DoP&PW that 

the proposal “shall not create any 

anomalous situation.”   We believe that 

DoT will have also understood that 

pension revision simultaneously with pay 

revision will be the only solution to avoid 

any “anomalous situation”. 

AIBSNLREA has been all along pressing 

for relaxation of affordability clause for 

BSNL, which is quite justified because of 

strategic importance of BSNL to the 

Government in discharging its social 

obligations.  This demand is not only 

logical, but also achievable without 

circumventing any law of the land.  DPE, 

in response to a DOT’s OM dated 

20.03.2018 on the question of relaxation 

of affordability clause, had then clarified 

vide its reply dated 18.04.2018, that this 

would “require approval of Cabinet for 
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which DOT may examine the issue at its 

end for necessary action”.   No one can 

forget that, subsequently DoT offered 

pay revision with 5% fitment in the 

background of 2019 February strike call 

by BSNL unions and associations, but 

these unions and associations rejected 

the offer.  DoT would have made this 

offer only because it was confident of 

securing relaxation of affordability 

clause.  Now after four years, with BSNL 

offloading 80000 employees in the name 

of VRS and with improved revenue 

position, pay revision with higher fitment 

benefit is certainly a possibility.   

But the poor pensioners have been taken 

for a ride by various Pensioners’ 

Associations by advancing false 

explanations, quoting irrelevant orders 

and demanding delinking of pension 

revision from BSNL pay revision and 

some even seeking to link it to pay 

revision of Central Government 

employees based on VII CPC pay scales.  

With various courts rejecting the demand 

for pension revision of BSNL retirees on 

the basis of VII CPC pay scales and the 

looming possibility of rejection in Delhi 

High Court too, these associations are 

making a defensive retreat and have 

started batting for pension revision as 

per 3rd PRC pay scales but without pay 

revision.   

Sooner than later wisdom will dawn on 

them and they will have to retreat from 

their illogical stand of pension revision 

without pay revision too, bringing to an 

end the years-long melodrama enacted 

by them.  We believe that finally DoT will 

have to go for pay revision and 

consequent pension revision 

simultaneously, if it is really serious 

about ‘avoiding the anomalous situation’ 

as stipulated by DoP&PW.  And there are 

already some indications in this 

direction.   

 
AIBSNLREA CHQ FOUNDER PRESIDENT SHRI P D SHUKLA NO MORE 

 Shri P D Shukla, Founder President of AIBSNLREA CHQ expired on 27.04.2023. He was a great 
leader of the P&T and later Telecom TU movement. His demise is a great loss to the 
association and to his family. We convey our deepest condolences to the bereaved family. 

 

𝕴𝖒𝖕𝖔𝖗𝖙𝖆𝖓𝖙 𝕯𝖊𝖛𝖊𝖑𝖔𝖕𝖒𝖊𝖓𝖙s 𝖔𝖋 𝖙𝖍𝖊 𝕸𝖔𝖓𝖙𝖍 
  

 DPE has issued orders revising IDA rate to 202.3% w.e.f 01.04.2023 in 
respect of CPSEs where last pay revision was implemented w.e.f. 01.01.2007.   

 DPE has issued orders revising IDA rate to 410.4% w.e.f 01.04.2023, in respect of 
CPSEs where last pay revision was implemented w.e.f. 01.01.1997.   

 MINISTER OF DEFENCE FORWARDS AIBSNLREA UP STATE LETTER TO MINISTER OF 
COMMUNICATIONS FOR APPROPRIATE ACTION: A delegation of AIBSNLREA Uttar 
Pradesh State led by Shri R S Arora, State Secretary had met Shri Rajnath Singh, 
Honourable Defence Minister in Lucknow on 19.03.2023 and submitted a 
memorandum for revision of payscale of working BSNL Executives and consequent 
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pension revision of retired BSNL Executives, requesting him to impress upon the 
Minister of Communications for early resolution of the issue. OSD to MoD has 
forwarded the memorandum to the PS to MoC for taking appropriate action on this 
regard.  View the letter of OSD to MoD 

 AGS Shri V P Arya visited BSNL CO on 13.04.2023 for pursuing some pending issues. 
Director (HR) and some GMs were busy and were unavailable. AGS met Sr GM (Txn) 
and discussed the issue of Incorrect recovery of TDS from the amount reimbursed 
towards hospital treatment for COVID-19 in Rajasthan Circle. Sr GM (Txn) 
immediately agreed that recovery was incorrect and requested the DGM to put up 
our letter to him for necessary action. AGS then met General Manager (SEA) and 
discussed regarding early issue of final retirement orders in view of grant of VC by 
CVO BSNL after quashing of chargesheet by Hon'ble CAT Bangalore - Case of Shri B 
M Nyamati, Retd CAO, Bangalore Telecom District. Similar cases settled by BSNL CO 
were also pointed out. The matter will now be sent to legal section for legal advice. 
 

            𝕀𝕤𝕤𝕦𝕖𝕤 𝕥𝕒𝕜𝕖𝕟 𝕦𝕡 
 
  20.04.2023: AIBSNLREA AGAIN WRITES TO THE SECRETARY, 

DOT ON NON-REGULARISATION OF THE SUSPENSION PERIOD 

DESPITE ACQUITTAL IN A CBI CASE, IN ADDITION TO NON-PAYMENT OF 

GRATUITY, COMMUTATION OF PENSION AND NON-SETTLEMENT OF 

REGULAR PENSION CASE OF SHRI H S SUTARIA, RETD JTO, GUJARAT 

TELECOM CIRCLE, BSNL:  

 AIBSNLREA has now drawn attention to the fact that "we were shocked to see the status of 
the appeal and find that the appeal has not been listed for hearing even once after regular 
admission on 25.02.2011. Thus Shri Sutaria has been left to suffer for more than 11 years 
now, although he had been acquitted by the trial court nearly 13 years back." We have 
requested that "in view of the above facts and the DoT Order clarifying that if the pensioner 
is acquitted by a trial court, notwithstanding the appeal filed against the acquittal, the 
department may take action and issue orders accordingly, the process of granting vigilance 
clearance, issue of regular retirement orders etc may please be expedited since Shri H S 
Sutaria, Retd JTO, BSNL, Gujarat Telecom Circle has already crossed the age of 70 years and 
justice needs to be delivered to him without further delay."  View the letter 
 
17.04.2023: AIBSNLREA WRITES TO SECRETARY (PENSION), DOP&PW ON GRANT OF ONE 
NOTIONAL INCREMENT FOR PENSIONARY BENEFITS TO THOSE EMPLOYEES WHOSE 
INCREMENT FALLS DUE ON THE DAY FOLLOWING SUPERANNUATION: 
 Referring to the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India judgement in Civil Appeal No.2471 of 2023 
has, on 11th April 2023, dismissing the appeal against a decision of Division Bench of High 
court of Karnataka directing grant of notional increment, where the Supreme Court has 
observed categorically that "Merely because, the government servant has retired on the very 
next day, how can he be denied the annual increment which he has earned and/or is entitled 
to for rendering the service with good conduct and efficiently in the preceding one year", 
AIBSNLREA has written to the Secretary (Pension), DoP&PW that After this decisive 
judgement by the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India, there can’t be any iota of justification for 
the Government to continue to deny this benefit to all similarly placed pensioners. DoP&PW 
which has been assigned with the larger duty of ensuring and safeguarding Pensioners’ 

https://www.aibsnlrea.org/statenews/osdtomodletter.pdf
https://www.aibsnlrea.org/circulars/todotsutaria3.pdf
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Welfare needs to act fast now to ensure issue of a common order for allowing the benefit of 
one notional increment in similar cases for the purpose of pensionary benefits, as the issue 
has been dragging on for long with many of the affected pensioners breathing their last during 
the period and also because the number of such beneficiaries is negligibly limited and the 
expenditure on this count will be inconsequential. AIBSNLREA has requested him to have the 
matter re-examined with compassion and get orders issued for extension of the benefit of 
notional increment for pensionary benefits to all the similarly placed pensioners.  View the 
letter 

10.04.2023: AIBSNLREA TAKES UP WITH SR.GENERAL MANAGER (TAXATION) BSNL CO THE 
ISSUE OF INCORRECT RECOVERY OF TDS FROM THE AMOUNT REIMBURSED TOWARDS 
HOSPITAL TREATMENT FOR COVID-19 IN RAJASTHAN CIRCLE: 
 Refering to CBDT Press Release dated 25th June, 2021 wherein uder Para A I it has been 
clearly mentioned that "Many taxpayers have received financial help from their employers 
and wellwishers for meeting their expenses incurred for treatment of Covid-19. In order to 
ensure that no income tax liability arises on this account, it has been decided to provide 
income-tax exemption to the amount received by a taxpayer for medical treatment from 
employer or from any person for treatment of Covid-19 during FY 2019-20 and subsequent 
years," AIBSNLREA has sought the intervention and advice of Sr.GM (Txn) BSNL CO to 
Rajasthan Circle to follow CBDT provisions, not to harass the pensioner unnecessarily and to 
refund the incorrectly recovered TDS.  View the letter 

10.04.2023: AIBSNLREA WRITES TO DIRECTOR (HR) REGARDING EARLY ISSUE OF FINAL 
RETIREMENT ORDERS IN VIEW OF GRANT OF VC BY CVO BSNL AFTER QUASHING OF 
CHARGESHEET BY HON'BLE CAT BANGALORE - CASE OF SHRI B M NYAMATI, RETD CAO, 
BANGALORE TELECOM DISTRICT: 
 AIBSNLREA has again taken up the issue with Director (HR) BSNL, stating that "It is now learnt 
that CVO BSNL has granted the necessary Vigilance Clearance but the matter is pending with 
Personnel Section for a few months now, which has to issue the final retirement order" and 
requesting his personal intervention for early issue of his final retirement orders so as to 
enable release of withheld ex-gratia, Gratuity, other retiral benefits and grant of Time Bound 
Upgradation from E4 to E5 and from E5 to E6 scales.  View the letter 

07.04.2023: AIBSNLREA WRITES TO DG CGHS SUGGESTING RE-OPENING OF THE SECOND 
WELLNESS CENTRE IN VARANASI: 
 AIBSNLREA has drawn the attention of DG CGHS to the matter of closure of the Second 
Wellness Centre which was situated in the centre of City of Varanasi, which was said to be 
temporary but remains closed till now and has requested early re-opening of the Varanasi 
Wellness Centre closed in September 2021, keeping in view the difficulties faced by the 
pensioner beneficiaries in travelling to the outskirts of the city.  View the letter 

 

🅶🅾🆅🅴🆁🅽🅼🅴🅽🆃/🅱🆂🅽🅻 🅾🆁🅳🅴🆁🆂 & 

🅻🅴🆃🆃🅴🆁🆂 

25.04.2023: CGCA ROLLS OUT UTILITY FOR SUBMISSION OF OPTION FOR TAX REGIME IN 
SAMPANN: 

https://www.aibsnlrea.org/circulars/todopnotionalincrement.pdf
https://www.aibsnlrea.org/circulars/todopnotionalincrement.pdf
https://www.aibsnlrea.org/circulars/togmtxntdscovidtreatment.pdf
https://www.aibsnlrea.org/circulars/todirhrnyamati5.pdf
https://www.aibsnlrea.org/circulars/todgcghsvaranasi.pdf
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 CGCA vide its letter No.13-6/2020-21/BA&IT/5733-5764 dated 24.04.2023 has issued a letter 
regarding roll out of utility for submission of option for Tax regime for usage of all SAMPANN 
pensioners.  View the CGCA letter 

13.04.2023: DPE ISSUES ORDERS ON REVISED IDA RATES DUE FROM 01.04.2023: 
 DPE has issued orders revising IDA rate to 202.3% w.e.f 01.04.2023 in respect of CPSEs where 
last pay revision was implemented w.e.f. 01.01.2007.  View the DPE OM 

13.04.2023: DPE ISSUES ORDERS ON REVISED IDA RATES DUE FROM 01.04.2023: 
 DPE has issued orders revising IDA rate to 410.4% w.e.f 01.04.2023, in respect of CPSEs where 
last pay revision was implemented w.e.f. 01.01.1997.  View the DPE OM 

13.04.2023: UNION HEALTH MINISTRY REVISES CGHS PACKAGE RATES FOR THE BENEFIT OF 
CGHS BENEFICIARIES: 
 After due examination of demands from stakeholders and taking into consideration the 
increase in costs of various components of health care, the Union Health Ministry has 
proposed to initially revise the CGHS package rates of consultation fees, ICU charges and room 
rent. The referral process under CGHS has also been simplified. Earlier the CGHS beneficiary 
had to visit the CGHS Wellness Center himself and take referral to the hospital. But now, if 
the CGHS beneficiary is unable to go, he can send someone on his behalf with his documents 
to the wellness center. The medical officer can refer the beneficiary to go to the hospital after 
checking the documents. Apart from this, CGHS beneficiary can also take referral through 
video call.  View the PIB Press Release 

06.04.2023: CBDT ISSUES CLARIFICATION REGARDING DEDUCTION OF TDS IN VIEW OF SUB-
SECTION (1A) INSERTED IN SECTION 115BAC OF THE INCOME TAX ACT: 
 Vide Finance Act, 2023, sub-section (1A) has been inserted in section 115BAC of the Income 
Tax Act, 1961 to provide for a new tax regime w.e.f the assessment year beginning on or after 
1st day of April, 2024. This new tax regime is the default tax regime and a person may exercise 
an option to opt out of this tax regime. The circular directs that a deductor, being an employer, 
shall seek information from each of its employees having income under section 192 of the Act 
regarding their intended tax regime and each such employee shall intimate the same to the 
deductor, regarding his intended tax regime for each year. If intimation is not made by the 
employee, it shall be presumed that the employee continues in the default tax regime and 
TDS will be calculated accordingly. The circular further clarifies that the intimation would not 
amount to exercising option under sub-section (6) of section 115BAC of the Act and the 
person shall be required to do so separately in accordance with the provisions of the sub-
section.  View the CBDT circular 

    ℝ𝔼𝕊ℙ𝕆ℕ𝕊𝔼/𝔸ℂ𝕋𝕀𝕆ℕ 𝕋𝔸𝕂𝔼ℕ 𝕆ℕ  
𝔸𝕀𝔹𝕊ℕ𝕃ℝ𝔼𝔸’𝕊 ℝ𝔼ℙℝ𝔼𝕊𝔼ℕ𝕋𝔸𝕋𝕀𝕆ℕ𝕊 
  
29.04.2023: BSNL RESPONDS TO AIBSNLREA LETTER DATED 28TH MARCH 
2023 ON INCORRECTNESS OF THE CLARIFICATION ISSUED BY BSNL ON 

TAXABILITY OF REIMBURSEMENT OF CGHS CONTRIBUTION TO BSNL ABSORBED 
PENSIONERS: 
 AIBSNLREA had taken up the issue of incorrectness of the clarification issued by BSNL on 
taxability of reimbursement of CGHS contribution to BSNL absorbed pensioners, citing the 

https://www.aibsnlrea.org/imporders/taxregimeoptionsampann.pdf
https://www.aibsnlrea.org/imporders/ida0423dpe07.pdf
https://www.aibsnlrea.org/imporders/ida0423dpe97.pdf
https://www.aibsnlrea.org/imporders/cghsratesrevised.pdf
https://www.aibsnlrea.org/imporders/taxregimetds.pdf
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information available in the Income Tax India website which has equated ‘Payment for 
medical insurance premium (mode other than cash)’ to ‘contribution to CGHS’ in the form 
meant for calculating deduction under section 80D.' BSNL has now replied that "such one-
time contribution cannot be regarded as insurance premium' and that 'contribution to CGHS 
is not specifically exempt under the ACT and it is allowed as deduction under section 80D of 
the Act.'  View the BSNL letter 

28.04.2023: CGHS RESPONDS TO AIBSNLREA LETTER DATED 15TH MARCH 2023 ADDRESSED 
TO DG CGHS SUBMITTING SUGGESTIONS FOR REDUCING DIFFICULTIES FACED BY CGHS 
BENEFICIARIES OF JODHPUR DISTRICT, RAJASTHAN: 
 AIBSNLREA had taken up the issue of difficulties faced by CGHS beneficiaries of Jodhpur 
District, Rajasthan, suggesting various measures to be taken to minimise the sufferings. AD 
CGHS Jaipur has sent a reply detailing action taken/being taken on the suggestions. He has 
categorically said that BSNL building situated at Manji ka Hatha Jodhpur has been earmarked 
to shift the Jodhpur WC to the ground floor and hopefully the work will be completed shortly. 
He has also stated that A doctor who was given the monitoring work of NHA bills has also 
started seeing patients and a letter will be written to the Ministry to remove her from the 
NHA work.  View the AD CGHS Jaipur letter 

26.04.2023: DOT REPLIES TO AIBSNLREA SUBMISSION TO PRIME MINISTER OF INDIA ON 
SIDELINING OF ONE OF THE IIM AHMEDABAD RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SURVIVAL OF BSNL 
VIZ. "THE TOP LEADER (CMD) SHOULD BE A PROFESSIONAL WHO HAS HAD EXPERIENCE OF 
RUNNING BUSINESS RATHER THAN A GOVERNMENT SERVANT WHO IS APPOINTED ON A 
FIXED TENURE BY THE GOVERNMENT": 
 AIBSNLREA had submitted to Prime Minister of India, a copy of AIC Resolution on "Survival of 
BSNL vis-a-vis Revival Packages 2019 and 2022 as announced by the Government– Vital 
recommendations of IIM, Ahmedabad on the core issue ignored", drawing his attention to 
the IIM Ahmedabad recommendation, that "The Board of Directors should also include 
professional who have had experience of running large businesses. The board should not have 
only civil servants and academicians as Independent Directors who have not been associated 
with running of business. Academicians for top-ranked Indian Management institutes or 
foreign institutes may be offered for board positions". IIM Ahmedabad further specifically 
recommended that "The top leadership of BSNL should be evaluated by DoT and should be 
made accountable for the profits and health of the organisation. We even suggest that the 
top leader (CMD) should be a professional who has had experience of running business rather 
than a government servant who is appointed on a fixed tenure by the government” and that 
"But it is a matter of great concern that these recommendations have been completely side-
lined, which seems to be intentional, and not included in the Memo proposing Cabinet 
approval for revival packages" and had requested that the recommendations of IIM 
Ahmedabad be implemented in full. DoT has now sent a reply vide F.No.59-08/2023-SU-IV 
dated 20th April 2023, stating that "the selection to the Board level positions (including CMD, 
BSNL) are made by the Public Enterprises Selection Board (PESB), a body under the 
Department of Personnel and Training (DoPT) as per the laid down procedures. The Job 
Description which includes the eligibility and experience criteria are finalised in consultation 
with PESB. The Board positions are open for professionals working in the Government, PSUs 
as well as Private Sector having the requisite qualification and experience in the domain 
sector. The selection is done by PESB having regard to the job description, suitability of the 

https://www.aibsnlrea.org/imporders/bsnlreplytaxabilitycghscontribution.pdf
https://www.aibsnlrea.org/imporders/cghsresponsejodhpur.pdf
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candidates, service profile and the specific qualifications/experience required for the 
post."  View the DoT letter 

24.04.2023: BSNL REPLIES TO AIBSNLREA LETTER ON IMPLEMENTATION OF ORDERS OF 
SUPREME COURT OF INDIA IN CA NO. 4389 OF 2010 - HOLDING OF REVIEW DPCS FOR 
PROMOTION TO DE GRADE BASED ON THE REVISED SENIORITY LISTS OF TES GROUP B IN 
RESPECT OF DE PROMOTIONS ORDERED BY DOT PRIOR TO FORMATION OF BSNL AND 
EXTENDING THE CONSEQUENTIAL BENEFITS: 
 BSNL Corporate Office has sent a reply through email detailing the action taken by it to 
implement the Supreme Court judgement in respect of DE regular promotions issued after 
01.10.2000 by BSNL. AIBSNLREA has duly sent a reply that our letter pertains to DE 
promotions ordered during DoT period and not BSNL period as we are aware that action has 
been taken for BSNL period and has requested suitable action in respect of DoT period.  View 
the BSNL letter & AIBSNLREA reply 

21.04.2023: BSNL ISSUES INSTRUCTIONS TO CIRCLES WITH REFERENCE TO AIBSNLREA 
LETTER TO PRIME MINISTER OF INDIA SUBMITTING AIC RESOLUTION ON NON-PAYMENT OF 
MEDICAL CLAIMS SINCE 2018-19: 
 BSNL Corporate Office has issued instructions once again to Circles to clear all pending 
medical reimbursement liability in consultation with the Finance wing of Corporate Office at 
the earliest, with reference to AIBSNLREA letter dated 6th February 2023 addressed to the 
Prime Minister of India, submitting the AIC resolution on non-payment of medical claims 
indoor and outdoor including without voucher claims under BSNLMRS pending since the 
financial year 2018-19 to the BSNL retirees.  View the BSNL letter 

BRANCHES IN ACTION 
  

27.04.2023: ANNUAL GENERAL BODY MEETING OF AIBSNLREA MUMBAI 
BRANCH (MAHARASHTRA STATE) HELD: 
 Annual General Body Meeting of AIBSNLREA Mumbai branch was held on 19th April,2023. 
State President Shri Vasudeva delivered special address and spoke about the deliberations 
that took place at State Conference at Amravati, about delegates' active participation, 
discipline, decorum and quality of the meeting. Participation of CHQ GS and his speech was 
very impressive particularly on Pay revision and Pension revision and clarified all queries 
raised by members. He narrated the unanimous election of new state body, consisting of 
retirees from all categories viz. Telecom. Finance, Civil and Secretariate (PS/PA). [View 
Maharashtra State page under State News for full report] 

26.04.2023: VIRTUAL MEETING OF AIBSNLREA UTTAR PRADESH STATE EXECUTIVE HELD: 
 A Virtual meeting of AIBSNLREA UP State Executive Body was held on 24.04.2023 at 11:00 
A.M. Shri M.K.Shukla State President Chaired the meeting. Being the first such meeting there 
were some technical glitches, but overall the meeting was successful. The meeting decided to 
conduct State Conference during September 2023 with a Delegate fee of Rs.1000/- as against 
500/- during last State Conference. It was also decided that all Branches should contribute 
Rs.5000/- towards the conference expenditure. State Secretary Shri R.S.Arora and the Branch 
Secretaries placed their report. State Secretary requested the Branches which have 
completed 3 years term to conduct their Annual General Body meetings. The Branches Agra, 

https://www.aibsnlrea.org/imporders/dotreplybsnlviability.pdf
https://www.aibsnlrea.org/imporders/bsnlreplyconsequential.pdf
https://www.aibsnlrea.org/imporders/bsnlreplyconsequential.pdf
https://www.aibsnlrea.org/imporders/bsnlpendingmedical.pdf
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Ballia, Varanasi, Prayag Raj, Lucknow and Kanpur have already conducted their AGB meetings. 
The virtual meeting was attended by the participants with great zeal and enthusiasm. Shri 
R.K.Sinha J.S.(North) had provided the motivation and guidance to conduct virtual meeting. 
The meeting was closed at 12:15 pm after Shri M K Shukla State President extended Vote of 
Thanks. 

25.04.2023: AIBSNLREA MAHARASHTRA STATE CONFERENCE HELD: 
 Second State conference of ALL INDIA BHARAT SANCHAR NIGAM LIMITED RETIRED 
EXECUTIVES’ ASSOCIATION (AIBSNLREA) Maharashtra state was held at AMRAVATI on 10th 
and 11th of April,2023. Amravati branch had made excellent arrangements for comfortable 
stay in AC rooms with delicious food for the delegates and AC hall for meeting. The first day 
of the meeting started with self-introduction of delegates and welcome address by the host. 
On behalf of CHQ, Organizing Secretary (West Zone) Shri Rajan Rajopadhye was present. Shri 
Vasudeva, State president in his opening remarks mentioned that due to Covid Pandemic and 
other unavoidable circumstances State conference was being held after 5 years. Due to 
various reasons some branches expressed their inability to send delegates. He appealed to 
the delegates to make it a quality meeting by raising various issues related to association 
including general and individual grievances of members. [View Maharashtra State page under 
State News for full report] 

03.04.2023: ANNUAL GENERAL BODY MEETING OF AIBSNLREA CHENNAI BRANCH 
(TAMILNADU STATE) HELD: 
 The Annual General Body meeting of AIBSNLREA,Chennai Branch was conducted on 29th 
March 2023 at Hotel.B.R.Mathsya,T.Nagar Chennai from 10 am onwards. As many as 53 
members participated in the AGB. The meeting commenced with a prayer song by 
Smt.P.Anandhi. Shri V.Dakshinamurthy President welcomed all and highlighted how the 
branch has been consistently performing to the best of its ability. After self- introduction of 
members, one minute silence was observed in memory of our comrades who lost their lives 
due to Corona and age related and health related issues. [View Tamilnadu Page of State News 
for full report] 

STATEMENT OF AMOUNT RECEIVED DURING APRIL 
2023 

 

West Bengal State has deposited Rupees Two Thousand Two Hundred only (Rs.2200/-) 

towards CHQ quota for 11new members on 10.04.2023. 

Nagpur Branch (Maharashtra State) has deposited Rupees Two Thousand Eight Hundred 

only (Rs.2800/-) on 13.04.2023.  

 
Edited and published by R.R.Balasubramanian, General Secretary, AIBSNLREA. 


